Getting Started

1. Inserting Your Device: First, insert your device at an angle so that the power button, volume control, camera hole, and the opening for your charging cable fits into their respective cutouts on the Rugged Messenger Case. Next, set the rest of your iPad into the case and press it in. Press all around your iPad to make sure the tablet’s secure.

2. Attaching the Snap-On PET Screen: “Face” the PET screen on the device as it sits inside the Rugged Messenger Case. Align the screen with the sides of the case and then snap it into place on the case.

3. Using the Stand: Fold the cover/built-in stand back away from the case and lay it flat while detaching the iPad at an angle perpendicular to it. Bend at the first fold of the cover to create a triangle. Press the remaining narrow strip of the built-in stand against the back of the case. The strip is magnetized and will stick into place against the back of the case. The magnets will hold the case in place at that angle until you choose to move it.

4. Adjusting the Viewing Angle: Your Rugged Messenger Case features built-in magnets that work together with the built-in cover to create three different viewing angles. To adjust the viewing angle of your iPad, simply slide the built-in kickstand up or down along the Rugged Messenger Case until you feel the magnets connect; there are three different sets of magnets built into the case to create multiple viewing angles.

ZAGG and Rugged Messenger Case are trademarks of ZAGG Intellectual Property Holding Co, Inc. iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
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